The INDUROSHINE SYSTEM is recommended for use wherever a dense, wear resistant, architecturally pleasing low maintenance floor is desired.

If you need more information about how our products can help you protect your investment, here are four quick and easy access points:

- Visit our comprehensive website: www.wrmeadows.com
- Contact W. R. MEADOWS, INC. via email: wrmil@wrmeadows.com
- Call toll free: 1-800-342-5976
- Fax: 1-847-683-4544

Ideal applications:

- Warehouses
- Schools
- Retail
- Civic centers
- Sports arenas
- Stadiums
- Hospitals
- Airports
- Museums

The Art of Polished Concrete ... Designed to Last.
Concrete is the most commonly used building material in the world. It is designed to be tough, durable, practical and sustainable. Some would consider concrete’s inherent strengths to also be its architectural weakness… until now.

The INDUROSHINE system allows you to specify the Polished… Dense… Surface (PDS) that you and your client want.

What sets the INDUROSHINE system apart from the competition is the equipment and diamond grinding tools from our network of approved applicators combined with the best densifier and hardener on the market, W. R. MEADOWS LIQUI-HARD®. The combination allows you to specify and achieve unsurpassed results on your grinding and polishing applications.

If you want a low maintenance… durable… architecturally pleasing floor… specify INDUROSHINE.

INDUROSHINE is an environmentally friendly, jobsite friendly flooring system that combines green concrete grinding and polishing equipment with LIQUI-HARD® 0.0 g/L VOC-compliant densifier and sealer from W. R. MEADOWS. This provides owners and specifiers with the best polished concrete system on the market. Durability that lasts!

Specify the look you want. (You can view INDUROSHINE guide specifications for application procedures at www.wrmeadows.com)

INDUROSHINE PDS-1
Satin finish that will reflect images from side lighting.

INDUROSHINE PDS-2
Semi-gloss finish that will reflect overhead and side images from 35-45 feet with increased light reflectivity.

INDUROSHINE PDS-3
High-gloss finish that will look wet and show mirror like reflections of side and overhead images.

The DENSIFIER

LIQUI-HARD is a waterborne concrete densifier and chemical hardening compound. It is a ready-to-use, colorless liquid, consisting of proprietary active chemicals that deeply penetrate the surface of concrete. When applied properly, LIQUI-HARD will significantly improve the durability of the concrete surface. As LIQUI-HARD is applied and penetrates into the concrete surface, a chemical reaction takes place, producing a byproduct that fills in the pores of the concrete. This process produces a substantially denser concrete surface with enhanced durability. This unique blend of chemically reactive ingredients provides the highest level of protection for your concrete. Ask us for independent test results today.

The SYSTEM

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:

BELLATRIX is formulated using dual-protection technology combined with unique hybrid polymers, to offer the ultimate in concrete protection. Proprietary, dual-action technology provides the ultimate in both penetrating and film-forming concrete protection. BELLATRIX offers environmentally friendly, VOC-compliant protection, which provides increased stain suspension and resistance against most contaminants found in kitchens, retail food stores, restaurants, malls, garages, warehouses, distribution centers, etc. BELLATRIX is formulated to be used in conjunction with INDUROSHINE to create a clear, high-gloss, dual-action concrete protection system after the grinding and polishing is complete.

LIQUI-HARD ULTRA concrete densifier and chemical hardener is a ready to use, colorless liquid, which hardens and dustproofs concrete at a molecular level. After proper application, the finished surface offers substantial improvement in abrasion and chemical resistance and will significantly improve the durability of the surface when compared to untreated concrete. As LIQUI-HARD ULTRA is applied and penetrates into the concrete surface, a chemical reaction takes place, producing a byproduct that fills in the pores of the concrete one molecule at a time. LIQUI-HARD ULTRA solidifies the concrete, eliminating dusting and pitting. LIQUI-HARD ULTRA is chemically engineered to provide timely, quick, sustainable performance. The product is simply sprayed on, and then left moist on the surface for 20 minutes. In this short period of time, the colorless liquid quickly penetrates into the surface. Unlike traditional densifiers, LIQUI-HARD ULTRA does not require brushing into the surface or rinsing. After application, the resulting surface features enhanced protection and sheen, coupled with superior abrasion resistance. This environmentally safe, waver-based product features a zero VOC content and provides an attractive option in green building applications. LIQUI-HARD ULTRA can be used instead of standard LIQUI-HARD when labor and time savings are required.

INDUROSHINE is supported by a network of approved applicators. Contact your local W. R. MEADOWS location for your local approved INDUROSHINE applicator.